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The opportunity to create an economy that Vermont wants – one that is clean and green, with fiscal security, good paying jobs and career opportunities for our youth – lies in encouraging and growing the tech business sector and tech jobs it creates.

The Vermont Technology Alliance, DBA as the Vermont Technology Alliance (vtTA), was awarded a USDA Rural Business Development Grant (RBDG) to develop a recruitment and marketing plan to promote tech job openings and opportunities in Vermont.

Tech jobs, both in tech businesses and non-tech businesses, help build Vermont’s economy. Tech positions in Vermont can pay up to twice the Vermont average wage, generate higher than average income taxes, and create additional non-technical jobs in areas such as sales, marketing, and administration. In addition, tech jobs are attractive to younger workers – an important demographic for the state’s economic future.

The vtTA has found that tech companies in Vermont are hiring, but are having difficulty finding the employees they need, especially experienced professionals. There are more jobs available than potential candidates in the state to fill them. For many tech businesses that means attracting employees who want to relocate to Vermont.

However, many employers are finding a perception that tech career opportunities are limited or non-existent in Vermont – often because of Vermont’s image as a rural state – which is keeping employees from looking at and applying for jobs with Vermont tech firms. And Vermont’s small companies do not have the name recognition and awareness to attract employees from a national pool.

Throughout the project period, The Vermont Technology Alliance worked with businesses and organizations statewide to identify hiring needs, messages, and recommend actions to increase awareness of the tech job opportunities in Vermont, particularly with small and emerging businesses.
Objectives
With the support of the grant, the Vermont Technology Alliance set out to:

- Understand Vermont’s tech hiring needs and opportunities
- Collect research and solicits input on Vermont’s tech economy and jobs
- Reach out to businesses, state officials, non-government organizations and other partners
- Define and share information on Vermont tech jobs and their economic impact
- Help raise the awareness of Vermont as a home for tech businesses and tech job opportunities
- Take actions to highlight and fill tech jobs in Vermont
- Identify recommended actions and tactics

Research & Insight
The Vermont Technology Alliance initiated research and studies that included:

- Conducted a survey of tech businesses to better understand and quantify employer demographics and hiring experiences
- Solicited a study on tech jobs conducted by the Vermont Department of Labor
- Created a report to summarize and highlight the key findings and conclusions of the study, which highlights that tech jobs make up a quarter of all Vermont employment, 40% of its wages, pay higher, and are growing faster than Vermont jobs as a whole
- Reviewed recruiting activities by other states and cities

Media & Publicity
The Vermont Technology Alliance highlighted and promoted the grant project and Vermont’s tech economy and ecosystem through the media. This included:

- Grant press release
- Tech Job Op-Ed
- USDA event in Royalton
- New York Times feature
- Vermont PBS InNoVaTe Series
- Tech jobs report and launch event
- Comcast Newsmakers Interview
- Tech Jam news coverage

Outreach & Collaboration
Throughout the project period, the Vermont Technology Alliance reached out to businesses, organizations, government leaders, partners and collaborators to discuss the project and gather information and insight, including:

BUSINESS PARTNERS
- One-on-one discussions with Vermont tech business leaders
- Regional meetings with economic development officials and Vermont businesses and entrepreneurs

GOVERNMENTAL PARTNERS
- Worked collaboratively with the Vermont Department of Economic Development and other state leaders
- Contributed to development of Economic Development Marketing Plan
- Participated in the Employee Relocation Tax Credit Study Committee
- Met with Gubernatorial candidates, including hosting a tech-focused discussion
- Testified to Vermont Legislators on economic development marketing, and changes to independent contractor definition, in support of the tech sector

NON-PROFIT PARTNERS & COLLABORATORS
- BTV Ignite and participation in Innovation Week and TechHire
- Federal training grants with Vermont HiTECH
- Post-secondary education and training with the 70 x 2025 Vermont Partnership
- Vermont and Quebec tech business outreach
- Tech Meet-Up groups
- Vermont Futures Project
Findings & Recommendations
Our research, survey, and outreach and collaboration across the state identified some common issues, needs, and suggestions:

HIRING
Vermont tech businesses continued to be positive about their business growth and nearly all were hiring or planning to hire

AWARENESS OF VERMONT'S TECH SECTOR
There was a common theme that many in and outside of the state – including business and government leaders – were unaware of Vermont’s tech sector, its positive impact on the state’s economy and its growth potential

MARKETING/PROMOTION
The need to market and promote Vermont’s tech economy and tech jobs was a consistent theme

TARGET AUDIENCES
Consensus that those who had a connection to Vermont were the most likely targets for a recruitment message

BUILD ON VERMONT'S STRENGTHS
The state’s “quality of life” was consistently mentioned as a strength for recruiting talent

Actions
The Vermont Technology Alliance took a number of steps during the grant period in response to the input and feedback gathered to help address some of the key needs now, while developing a plan for longer-term actions.

VERMONT’S TECH EMPLOYMENT REPORT
The report, "Vermont’s Tech Employment – The Hidden Driver of Our Economic Growth," provides an important baseline for awareness about the prevalence and importance of Vermont’s tech jobs and tech driven economy

CAREER CENTER
We launched a new Career Center feature on the Vermont Technology Alliance website with nearly 200 postings of tech and non-tech jobs with Vermont tech businesses

CAREER FAIRS
The Vermont Technology Alliance participated in job fairs to share job openings and provide information and referrals to hiring companies

TECH JAM/TECH JAM AWARDS
The vtTA organized and participated in the state’s largest tech career and trade show and presented Tech Jam awards to shine a light on Vermont’s tech innovators, ambassadors, startups, and newcomers

WEBSITE/LANDING PAGE
We began planning and developing the framework and content for a tech career recruiting website or landing page, using the theme and hash tag “Innov802”

VIDEO
Produced a video designed to create a visual, emotional connection to Vermont as a place where you can find a great lifestyle and a great tech career

MAP
We created a list of 600 tech businesses and organizations statewide for an online map

TECH IN VERMONT TIMELINE
Created visual timeline with milestones from the state’s founding to the present to illustrate Vermont’s tech history
Reactions/Measurements

Contacts from job seekers, job placements and other activity show that the publicity and outreach is having an impact.

CONTACTS FROM JOB SEEKERS
The Vermont Technology Alliance was contacted by out-of-state job seekers as a result of publicity of the recruiting effort.

CAREER CENTER ACTIVITY
The number of jobs listed and filled on our Career Center has continued to grow. Since launch, 347 Career Center jobs have been filled. A conservative estimate of 10% filled as a result of the Center would mean that the vtTA helped fill 34 positions.

LINKEDIN AND TWITTER PARTICIPATION AND GROWTH
Vermont Technology Alliance’s LinkedIn group has grown to 1,374 members (one of the largest in the state) and twitter feed has now reached 872 followers while continuing to grow and attract followers from the state outside Vermont.

WEBSITE ACTIVITY
We have seen up to three times more traffic on our website since the beginning of the project, most notably job searches.

BUSINESS ACTIVITY
The vtTA and the Vermont Tech Jobs report are being used as resources and reference for Vermont economic development discussions with potential tech businesses expansions to the state.

Plan/Future Roadmap

The Vermont Technology Alliance proposes the following plan and actions to build momentum, increase awareness and tech job recruitment success.

DEFINE AND EXPAND THE TECH NARRATIVE
The vtTA will take the lead in creating and promoting a value proposition that establishes Vermont as the best home for innovators and creative talent.

GIVE THE NARRATIVE A HOME
Create an Innov802 Tech Job Recruiting landing page that draws together the key strands of Vermont’s value proposition for tech businesses and careers.

CROSS PROMOTE EXCELLENCE
The vtTA will aggregate, curate and promote the many great narratives coming out of Vermont, from Vermont PBS’s InnoVaTe series to Vermont Life stories to BTV Ignite narrative and others.

REACH OUT OF STATE
The vtTA will identify key recruitment venues where we can drive greater awareness and promote our industries, our jobs, and our incredible quality of life.

PROMOTE COLLABORATIONS
The vtTA will collaborate with local and statewide allies in promoting innovation and entrepreneurship in the tech sector, including annual events like Tech Jam.

BENCHMARK & MEASURE
The vtTA will set goals and measure progress toward those goals.
Vermont tech businesses and tech jobs are integral to Vermont’s economy and its growth. Tech businesses are hiring or plan to hire, and finding those employees will be critical to their success and the success of Vermont’s economy. Vermont can and should compete with other states and cities to attract tech talent, including to our smaller, more rural communities. If the effort is made to let candidates know of the unique opportunities with innovative and growing tech businesses in Vermont, the state can expand its working population and increase high-paying jobs, which will have positive impact on the state’s economy. The Vermont Technology Alliance is prepared to lead that effort, in partnership with others statewide.
The Vermont Software Developers’ Alliance DBA as the Vermont Technology Alliance (vtTA) was awarded a USDA Rural Business Development Grant (RBDG) to develop a recruitment and marketing plan to promote tech job openings and opportunities in Vermont to help Vermont technology businesses recruit employees for job openings, particularly candidates from outside the state.

The project’s focus is promoting Vermont as a home for tech businesses and tech jobs, thereby supporting businesses throughout Vermont in a range of technology-based sectors, including software development, web design, advanced manufacturing, telecommunications, biosciences, energy technology, and agricultural technology. Nearly all of these areas have identified current and future hiring needs.

The vtTA has found that tech companies in Vermont are hiring or plan to hire, but are having difficulty finding the employees they need, especially experienced professionals. There are more jobs available than potential candidates in the state to fill them, so for many tech businesses that means attracting employees who want to relocate to Vermont.

Vermont is a unique place with a great quality of life. However, the state’s rural image and brand can be a barrier to recruiting tech talent, as well as attracting new tech businesses and customers. Vermont has a vibrant tech sector, but many do not know about it. Employers are finding a misperception that tech career opportunities are limited or non-existent in Vermont, which is keeping employees from looking for and applying for jobs with Vermont tech firms. And Vermont’s small companies do not have the name recognition and awareness to attract employees from a national pool.

The goal is to help Vermont technology companies recruit employees for job openings, and to help define Vermont as a home for tech careers to expand and retain the tech workforce - and to attract tech businesses and investment.

The vtTA has found that tech companies in Vermont are hiring or plan to hire, but are having difficulty finding the employees they need, especially experienced professionals. There are more jobs available than potential candidates in the state to fill them, so for many tech businesses that means attracting employees who want to relocate to Vermont.

Vermont is a unique place with a great quality of life. However, the state’s rural image and brand can be a barrier to recruiting tech talent, as well as attracting new tech businesses and customers. Vermont has a vibrant tech sector, but many do not know about it. Employers are finding a misperception that tech career opportunities are limited or non-existent in Vermont, which is keeping employees from looking for and applying for jobs with Vermont tech firms. And Vermont’s small companies do not have the name recognition and awareness to attract employees from a national pool.

The goal is to help Vermont technology companies recruit employees for job openings, and to help define Vermont as a home for tech careers to expand and retain the tech workforce - and to attract tech businesses and investment.

The vtTA has found that tech companies in Vermont are hiring or plan to hire, but are having difficulty finding the employees they need, especially experienced professionals. There are more jobs available than potential candidates in the state to fill them, so for many tech businesses that means attracting employees who want to relocate to Vermont.

Vermont is a unique place with a great quality of life. However, the state’s rural image and brand can be a barrier to recruiting tech talent, as well as attracting new tech businesses and customers. Vermont has a vibrant tech sector, but many do not know about it. Employers are finding a misperception that tech career opportunities are limited or non-existent in Vermont, which is keeping employees from looking for and applying for jobs with Vermont tech firms. And Vermont’s small companies do not have the name recognition and awareness to attract employees from a national pool.

The goal is to help Vermont technology companies recruit employees for job openings, and to help define Vermont as a home for tech careers to expand and retain the tech workforce - and to attract tech businesses and investment.
A key goal of this effort was to gather information and insight on the scope of tech jobs in Vermont and employers’ hiring requirements and experience in meeting staffing needs. The vtTA conducted a survey and a study of Vermont’s tech employment, and a resulting report of the scope and impact of Vermont’s tech employment, as well as reviewed activity in other states.

Survey
An online survey was conducted with the Vermont tech business community to help better understand and quantify employer demographics, hiring experiences, and perspectives. The survey was promoted to all vtTA members and then to a broad network of tech businesses and HR leaders in the state. The survey also included questions, prepared in partnership with a UVM Business Professor, on further research that Vermont tech businesses would like conducted.

The survey to vtTA members was completed in November 2015, followed by a promotion to broader distribution from January through March of 2016. We received 76 responses, representing a cross-section of businesses.

Responses were from leaders from a range of business sectors, including software development, web development, energy, and manufacturing. Two-thirds of the responses were from tech businesses and one third from non-tech businesses with tech employees, or those who work with tech companies.

The opportunity for tech jobs in Vermont was strong, with respondents indicating that they intended to hire more than 3,000 employees in 2016. They also see the state’s quality of life as a strength and cost of living as a weakness in attracting candidates to Vermont tech jobs.

Participants said that about two thirds of their past hires came from in-state. However, 60 percent said there was not enough of a talent pool to draw from within Vermont. About 60 percent of the respondents said it took 60 days or more to fill tech positions, with 18 percent saying it took 120 days or more.

Other Findings
Our research, survey, and outreach and collaboration across the state identified some common issues, needs, and suggestions:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Top five techniques for filling jobs</th>
<th>Challenges Faced when Hiring in Vermont</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>◆ Personal referral</td>
<td>◆ Finding the right qualifications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>◆ Job posting in Vermont media</td>
<td>◆ Attracting enough applicants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>◆ Indeed.com</td>
<td>◆ Relocation challenges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>◆ Job Board</td>
<td>◆ Perception of Vermont as a rural/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>◆ Recruiting firm</td>
<td>non-tech state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top five benefits/attributes that</td>
<td>◆ Housing cost/cost of living</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>make hiring in Vermont easier</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>◆ Quality of Life</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>◆ Nature/recreation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>◆ Vermont Brand</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>◆ Good schools/education</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>◆ Accessible, small communities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ways in which the Vermont Technology Alliance can help with recruiting efforts

◆ Promote the tech sector in and outside of Vermont
◆ Help promote the value of tech and tech jobs to state leaders and legislators
◆ Create a tech job board
WE WORKED FOR OVER A YEAR WITH THE VERMONT DEPARTMENT OF LABOR TO GATHER RELEVANT STATISTICS ABOUT TECH JOBS IN VERMONT’S ECONOMY.

Vermont Tech Economic Impact Study

The Vermont Technology Alliance worked with key economic and labor information staff at the Vermont Department of Labor and the Vermont Agency of Commerce and Community Development to drive the preparation of an economic impact study of Vermont’s tech industry employment. The state conducted and prepared the study, which encompassed other tech job research, occupational data, industry data, and other information to quantify Vermont’s tech workforce and its role in the state’s economy. The study looked at science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM)-based jobs, including employees in Vermont tech businesses, tech workers in non-tech sectors, and independent tech entrepreneurs to understand the scope of Vermont’s tech employment. The study also was conducted to help inform the state’s comprehensive economic development plan and labor development strategies and goals. The vtTA served as a resource and review committee for the study.

The detailed study was completed and released by the Department of Labor at the beginning of 2016. With the completion of the study, the Vermont Technology Alliance created a 28-page report to summarize and highlight the key findings and conclusions of the study in an attractive, easy-to-read format and made available as both a print and digital publication. A report such as this to raise awareness of the tech sector and tech jobs was among the key suggestions we received from our outreach.

The report, “Vermont’s Tech Employment – The Hidden Driver of Our Economic Growth,” highlights the pervasive and positive impacts of tech employment on Vermont’s economy. The vtTA produced the report to draw attention to the increasing role that the technology sector plays in creating high-paying jobs throughout the state, and the economic growth opportunity it represents for Vermont’s future, particularly if Vermont employers can meet its current and future tech workforce needs.
**Vermont Tech Economic Impact Study (cont.)**

We revealed the report April 2016 at an event in Montpelier attended by more than 100 tech businesses, legislators, representatives from education and business organizations, and the media. The event included displays and representatives from eight companies showcasing the diversity of tech businesses in Vermont.

The report was distributed to every Vermont Legislator, economic development offices and leaders, education institutions, real estate offices, Vermont and Lake Champlain Chambers of Commerce, the New England Council, Vermont Businesses for Social Responsibility, and at the Vermont Business Expo, and to vtTA members.

The report and event received positive media coverage and it was publicized through a press release, the vtTA’s newsletter, and social media channels.

In addition, the Tech Jobs Report is being used as resource/reference for Vermont economic development discussions with potential tech businesses considering expanding to the state, including a national tech company and a large Quebec-based businesses considering relocating to Vermont, potentially creating 100 or more jobs.

**Benchmarking Other States**

We reviewed what other states and cities were doing on the recruiting front. Every state targets and invites business expansion and relocation. Fewer include recruitment of employees, particularly the younger workforce, and fewer still are focused on the tech sector and tech job recruitment. Some that stood out in tech sector recruitment included Utah, which features job listings, profiles and lifestyle; Kansas City’s “Chute” tech job site, Nashville’s “We Build Tech” site, which has employment and training tools; and Pittsburgh Technology Council’s “Career Connector.” Overall business and job recruitment sites of note include “Arizona Start Up,” Colorado’s “Choose Colorado, Iowa’s “Seize Des Moines,” and New Hampshire’s “Stay, Work, Play.”

Also of note, a group in Montana is focusing on attracting telecommuters and mobile workers to relocate to the state in a campaign called “Come Home to Montana.”

**KEY REPORT FINDINGS**

- Tech jobs make up 25% of all Vermont employment, representing 77,249 jobs
- Tech jobs represent 40% of all Vermont wages, generating an estimated $5.6 billion in annual pay
- Vermont’s tech workers earn 63% more compared to the Vermont average wage. A Vermont tech job pays an average annual wage of $72,732, while the average annual Vermont wage is $44,540
- Tech jobs’ higher wages generate an additional $280 million for Vermont’s economy
- Tech jobs are growing faster than Vermont’s total employment, with growth of 8.3% over the past ten years compared to the state’s average employment growth of 1.2%
- Tech jobs are projected to grow at a 7.5% annual rate from 2014 to 2022, the fastest growing sector in Vermont
- Every tech job creates up to two additional jobs in the Vermont economy
Throughout the year, the Vermont Technology Alliance reached out to business leaders and organizations, Government leaders and contacts, partners and collaborators and to the broader public through communications, media, and publicity. Here are some of the highlights from each.

Business Outreach

CEO DINNERS
The vtTA hosted three dinners - in Nov. 2015, May 2016 and Nov. 2016 – that each were attended by 70-80 Vermont technology business CEOs and leaders to discuss growing Vermont’s tech ecosystem. The Nov. 15 dinner was the platform to announce the grant project and discuss job recruitment strategies. It included a summary of the grant project, initial survey results, and a panel of Vermont tech recruiters sharing their experiences and perspectives on attracting tech talent to Vermont.

The May dinner featured the managing director of the MassChallenge tech business accelerator in Boston discussing developing Vermont’s tech business ecosystem. The vtTA executive director provided an update on the recruiting project and connected with attendees in support of filling tech jobs in Vermont.

The Nov. 2016 dinner featured a panel of government affairs professionals who provided a post-election assessment on what might be ahead with the new Governor and upcoming VT legislative session, with a discussion on opportunities for tech-based economic development, and growing Vermont’s tech workforce.

VERMONT REGIONAL OUTREACH
We reached out to regional economic development offices and organized meetings with Vermont businesses to discuss the tech-related economic development needs and opportunities, and to understand tech recruitment and ideas.

We held meetings in Bennington and Brattleboro in November, Springfield in December, Central Vermont in February, and Addison County in March, each attended by 10 - 15 business representatives and individuals. One-on-one discussions took place with representatives of other regions, such as White River Junction and Newport.
EXTENDING AWARENESS BEYOND CHITTENDEN COUNTY

When talking with statewide stakeholders, the common perception is that technology is entirely encompassed within Chittenden County. We created this graphic to underscore that tech is a state-wide opportunity. Click here to view a larger version of this graphic in our tech report.
VERMONT REGIONAL OUTREACH (CONT.)

In many cases these tech-focused businesses and entrepreneurs were not aware of each other in their respective communities, so our outreach helped raise awareness and provided connections. It also gave us an opportunity to build contacts with economic development leaders.

The meetings were well received and generated good discussions and ideas, which we captured in the Findings and Recommendations section of this report. Participants appreciated the vtTA bringing the participants together and reaching out beyond Chittenden County.

In each we found entrepreneurs and businesses interested in expanding the tech ecosystem in their communities, and heard about tech economic development and job needs and opportunities. Marketing Vermont’s quality of life and opportunities for tech careers and business were common themes, as well as Vermont’s quality of life, social responsibility focus, and entrepreneurial spirit. Main concerns were cost of living, including housing, broadband infrastructure, attracting younger workers. Many of the participants fit the mold of individuals who had a connection to or interest in Vermont and chose to return to or locate in the state to create a business or to work.

Each area had unique strengths on which to build.

Rutland County
In Rutland, the focus was on telecommuters, drawing attention to small tech businesses and entrepreneurs, downtown revitalization, an active young professionals group, marketing to Boston, and Green Mountain Power's role in defining the community as a "solar city."

Bennington County
In Bennington, it included the area's proximity to the Berkshires and NY capital district, the Lightning Jar co-working space, and businesses such as database technology company Global-Z and digital marketing firm Eight Oh Two.

Central Vermont
Central Vermont has Montpelier and Barre downtowns, fusion of tech with agriculture sustainability, co-working spaces, arts, and opportunities from state government, the broadband capability of ECfiber and Sovernet, and businesses such as National Life, Stone Environmental, and RB Technologies.

Springfield Area
The Springfield area has one of the nation's fastest gigabit fiber networks, easy Interstate access and proximity to New Hampshire markets, industrial space ripe for redevelopment and businesses such as NewsBank (a 300-person digital business), Precision Valley Communications and V-Tel.

Brattleboro Area
The Brattleboro area features a vibrant downtown and a new co-working space, and recruiting and business opportunities with its proximity to Massachusetts. It includes the Brattleboro Area Tech group, and businesses such as Green River Software, Sovernet Communications, and Marlboro College.

Addison County
Addison County's strengths included downtowns such as Middlebury, Vergennes, and Bristol, Middlebury College and its entrepreneurship program, large number of remote workers, and businesses like Middlebury Interactive Languages, eDoc and the Kennedy Brothers co-working space in Vergennes.
Meetings with Businesses and Organizations

Throughout the year, we met with dozens of businesses and business organizations to discuss the recruiting project and understand their needs and opportunities. In summary, nearly all are hiring or planning to hire and there was strong recognition and support for a unified recruitment effort and to tell Vermont’s tech business story to attract employees.

Company Highlights

VERMONT RECRUITERS ASSOCIATION
The recruiting grant project and survey results were presented to a meeting of the Vermont Recruiters Association attended by about 30 HR and job recruiters. Attendees expressed the need for tech skills, strong support for the effort, and communication of job opportunities in Vermont.

DEALER.COM
As one of Vermont’s largest tech employers, they see the continued growth of tech employees as critical to their ability to continue to grow in Vermont. They see the overall growth of the tech community throughout Vermont as good for their recruiting efforts, and are interested in efforts that help sell Vermont as a place for tech jobs outside the state.

DAFT LABS
Successful NYC-based web and software development business that chose to relocate to Vermont because owner was tired of cost and grind of the city. They are were hiring and building business with clients nationwide from within Vermont.

INNTOPIA
This Stowe-based business supporting the ski and resort industry is expanding. Raising awareness of their business and job opportunities in Vermont is critical to meet their recruiting goals.

UVM OFFICE OF TECHNOLOGY COMMERCIALIZATION
Focused on transforming UVM tech research into tech businesses and interested in keeping and attracting UVM grads to stay and work in Vermont.

DESAI MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS
Desai are business consultants working with tech and other businesses statewide. They are interested in helping Vermont businesses grow and see the need to market Vermont’s tech opportunities.

DAVIS AND HODGDON
D&H is a large accounting firm with offices in Burlington and Rutland. They see the need for a positive message on Vermont’s quality of life to recruit employees from larger metropolitan areas, and are concerned with Vermont’s cost of living and business costs.
NextCapital provides financial portfolio management software used by major financial firms. The company is based in Chicago, but has opened a Vermont office and is hiring software engineers. Whether new jobs are added in Vermont or Chicago depends on how successful they are at recruiting.

**SELECT DESIGN**

This graphic design-focused business with national clients is hiring and sees the need to market and promote Vermont outside of the state.

**NATIONAL LIFE GROUP**

Montpelier’s National Life Group is one of the state’s largest employers and has a large Information Technology function. Recruiting experienced talent to Vermont is a challenge due to lack of awareness of opportunities and number of tech professionals in the state.

**COMPETITIVE COMPUTING**

C2 has been hiring and they are very focused on getting the word out about Vermont’s tech businesses as a way to attract talent.

**UNIVERSITY OF VERMONT HEALTH NETWORK**

The UVM medical network includes the Medical Center Hospital, and rural facilities, many of whom are recruiting from outside the state. Their recruiting needs encompass a range of technical positions, including IT support and operations. They strongly support efforts to raise the awareness of opportunities, particularly for regional facilities.

**BIOTEK**

BioTek is expanding and has upcoming hiring needs. As a leading Vermont tech businesses, they believe raising awareness of Vermont’s overall tech economy helps them and other tech-based businesses in the state. Education, training, independent contractors, and positive tax policy are areas of interest.

**MATRIX MARKETING**

Matrix Marketing has offices in Boulder, CO and Burlington. As such they see Vermont as increasingly well-known as the home of innovative entrepreneurs and startups to watch. “Tech is the single most popular topic in top-tier media coverage of Vermont. The media loves that Vermont is both quirky and innovative—particularly when that innovation is related to agriculture, sustainability and other things for which Vermont is already known. Vermont is also becoming increasingly well-known as the home of innovative entrepreneurs and startups to watch.”

This co-working space in Hinesburg is under development to support tech and other remote workers in the town and surrounding areas. Co-working spaces such as this help attract remote tech workers to Vermont.

**ETS**

This New York based recruiting firm is setting up an office in Vermont in response to the growing tech job opportunities.

---

**Government**

We shared information on the recruiting project goals and worked collaboratively with the Vermont Department of Economic Development and other state leaders, Vermont Legislators, and with state task forces and study groups. Our input and direction helped guide the goals and discussions concerning Vermont employment and recruiting, particularly the economic development marketing plan.

**Economic Development Marketing Plan**

The vtTA met with the Vermont Commissioner of Economic Development, her staff and agencies hired to develop an economic development marketing plan for Vermont. The vtTA was a leading advocate in the state legislature for economic development marketing funding in general, and for tech job and business recruiting specifically. While several million dollars are annually expended for tourism marketing in the state, the marketing budget for direct economic development has been approximately $20,000. The legislature allocated several hundred thousand dollars for this purpose, and the Agency of Commerce started with the development of a marketing plan.

The vtTA worked with the Department of Economic Development to provide information on Vermont’s tech sector and provided business representatives, included in a roundtable session, to provide input and perspective for development of the plan.

The goals of the plan included building on those audiences who have an affinity, interest in or connection to Vermont, and as such dovetailed with the goals of the vtTA recruiting plan goals. The Commissioner saw the vtTA effort and the plan as mutually supportive of the state’s goals and viewed tech as a prime opportunity, and the final plan reinforces this:

“The time has now come to tell the “other side” of Vermont’s story. The state is rapidly developing a reputation as a place where entrepreneurs and innovators can succeed and where they can come to start and grow great businesses. Vermont needs to do more to promote the growth of its technology and advanced manufacturing sectors, its entrepreneurial spirit and its startup culture, as well as to bridge real or perceived gaps about the benefits of doing business in the state.”

Moreover, a top recommendation from the report is to “amplify Vermont’s tech and advanced manufacturing stories,” noting a lack of awareness of the technology jobs available, and that Vermont’s tech and advanced manufacturing story “must be told in a bigger, louder way.” The media audit conducted for the plan underscored the value of elevating Vermont’s tech story:

“Tech is the single most popular topic in top-tier media coverage of Vermont. The media loves that Vermont is both quirky and innovative—particularly when that innovation is related to agriculture, sustainability and other things for which Vermont is already known. Vermont is also becoming increasingly well-known as the home of innovative entrepreneurs and startups to watch.”

This report was issued at the close of the 2016 legislative session and before the election. The vtTA will work to adopt and carry out recommendations in conjunction with our recruiting efforts, and work with the elected and appointed leaders to ensure that key provisions are implemented.
Employee Relocation Tax Credit Study Committee

The vtTA has encouraged and recommended actions to Vermont legislators that can help incentivize job recruitment, particularly younger workers. One of those proposals was the creation of a first-time homebuyer’s assistance program, which was included in the 2015 economic development bill. Another was the creation of an income tax incentive (for example a $5,000 income tax credit that could be taken over a 5-year period) as an incentive to attract employees in high-paying, high-demand occupations – such as tech.

The House Commerce and Economic Development Committee created an Employee Relocation Tax Credit Study Committee to look at this and other tax credits, incentive programs or other mechanisms to encourage employee relocation. The vtTA participated in discussions and provided input to the committee, along with tech and non-tech employers. The committee reviewed the relocation issue broadly and issued a report at the beginning of 2016.

While the committee looked at establishing criteria for creating incentive programs, they were unable to define a delivery mechanism for a Vermont incentive program (including the appropriate dollar amount for incentive investment). As the result of those findings, the Committee agreed to the following recommendations:

- Conduct statewide Workforce Needs Assessment
- Create marketing and branding effort to promote Vermont as a great place to live and work
- Establish a web portal for access to data and services that will help potential out-of-state workers consider Vermont
- Consider incentives that support employer efforts for recruiting new workers, such as subsidizing the cost of housing, the cost of transit, child care, tuition reimbursement, and other creative enticements

Candidates for Governor

As part of the government outreach, the vtTA believed it was important to get the understanding and buy-in on the importance of Vermont’s tech sector and the effort to recruit employees in a bipartisan way from the major Vermont gubernatorial candidates.

The vtTA met with all major candidates for governor during the primaries, and received positive reinforcement from all, including the final major party candidates, Sue Minter and Phil Scott, for the importance of supporting and building Vermont’s tech economy, and both had innovation and tech in their campaign platforms.

Governor’s Roundtable on Vermont PBS

The vtTA sponsored a roundtable discussion with the candidates for governor on technology, innovation and Vermont’s economy, in partnership with BTV Ignite, Seven Days and Vermont PBS. The conversation was focused on the public-policy priorities outlined in the “Vermont’s Tech Employment” report, including the need to market Vermont as a home for tech.

The event was attended by about 100, broadcast live and replayed by Vermont PBS and promoted and shared by the vtTA. The program helped draw attention to Vermont’s tech-based economy with a statewide audience and the candidates’ plans to support it.
Testimony to Vermont Legislature

The vtTA provided input on Vermont’s tech economy and tech job opportunity to the House and Senate Economic Development Committees. This included testimony in support of creating an economic development marketing plan, with an emphasis on promoting Vermont’s tech sector for job seekers and expanding businesses. This effort led to funding being allocated to the Agency of Commerce to prepare the economic development marketing plan, which the vtTA participated in.

We also testified in support of legislative changes to the definition of independent contractors as they apply to the tech sector. The tech economy in Vermont includes a growing number of independent tech workers, especially in areas such as software development and web development. Our tech study revealed more than 3,000 self-employed tech workers, and likely many more in the state. In fact, the tech occupation with the most self-employed is web developers, which has grown almost 24% since 2012.

However, Vermont tech businesses have expressed frustration with the current guidelines which define nearly all independent contractors as regular employees for workers’ compensation and unemployment insurance purposes. This has resulted in confusion and problems for tech employers and lost opportunities for individuals who seek to work as independent businesses.

The vtTA advocated for changes to the guidelines, and a bill to clarify the definition of an independent contractor was approved unanimously by the House Commerce Committee, but was unable to receive a vote from the full legislature this year. The legislature is expected to take up the issue again this session, and the vtTA is working with other business organizations to come to a consensus on a bill that will pass this year. A clearer definition for independent contractors will open up opportunities for independent tech employees and companies, and will be an important element of tech recruiting.

Partners & Collaborators

The vtTA worked in partnership with other organizations and groups who have an interest in supporting and growing Vermont’s tech sector and workforce.

BTV IGNITE

BTV Ignite is an organization that grew out of the 1-gigabit internet capability in the city of Burlington, and is focused on promoting the tech and entrepreneurial economy in the city and beyond. BTV Ignite is part of a White House and National Science Foundation effort called US Ignite to build community opportunities from 1-gigabit and faster Internet infrastructure. Though Burlington based, the organization is a partner in drawing attention to Vermont as a place for tech business and job opportunities.
BTV IGNITE (CONT.)

We worked in cooperation with BTV Ignite on programs and outreach. We participated in meetings with BTV Ignite, U.S. Ignite and the Kauffman Foundation on the common cause of building Vermont’s tech economy and broadband infrastructure.

The vtTA participated in and helped organize BTV Ignite’s Innovation Week, designed to highlight Vermont’s tech and innovation ecosystem. We presented a Lunch & Learn event on “From Startup to Success – Insights into Growing a Tech Business in Vermont.” The event featured a panel discussion from the leaders of three businesses that started small, but have grown to become successful Vermont tech businesses with 50 or more employees. The event was attended by about 70 and drew media coverage from the Burlington Free Press. We also presented the gubernatorial discussion on Vermont’s tech economy as part of Innovation Week.

While the focus of this project is on recruiting to fill tech jobs, training and education of the current workforce is also a critical and synergistic component to tech employment.

The Vermont Technology Alliance joined with other organizations that joined with BTV Ignite in the announcement by the City of Burlington of being named a TechHire city by the White House. The designation means that the city and its partners will work to expand workforce training for tech jobs. While the designation is granted to cities, the participating employers include those outside of Chittenden County.

VERMONT HITECH

The vtTA signed on as a supporting organization for the application of two federal grants for workforce training submitted by tech training organization Vermont HITEC. One is a US Department of Labor grant opportunity for training in advanced manufacturing in partnership with the Vermont Department of Labor and Vermont State Colleges. The other is for a DOL grant for an apprenticeship program. The vtTA will provide communication and outreach to help Vermont’s tech businesses with 50 or more employees. The event was attended by about 70 and drew media coverage from the Burlington Free Press. We also presented the gubernatorial discussion on Vermont’s tech economy as part of Innovation Week.

While the focus of this project is on recruiting to fill tech jobs, training and education of the current workforce is also a critical and synergistic component to tech employment.

The Vermont Technology Alliance joined with other organizations that joined with BTV Ignite in the announcement by the City of Burlington of being named a TechHire city by the White House. The designation means that the city and its partners will work to expand workforce training for tech jobs. While the designation is granted to cities, the participating employers include those outside of Chittenden County.

VERMONT 70 X 2025 PARTNERSHIP

The vtTA executive director participated in a Policy Academy Working Group organized by the Vermont State Colleges, focused on improving post-secondary education attainment in Vermont, supported by a grant from the Lumina Foundation. Given that most current and new jobs being created will require some level of education and training beyond high school – particularly in the tech sector - the group set a goal that by the year 2025, 70% of Vermont’s working age adults will possess a postsecondary degree or credential of value. Currently only about 50% of all Vermonters have post-secondary education.

The vtTA participated in and invited tech businesses to a meeting in February of statewide leaders to discuss and develop action steps towards meeting the 70% by 2025 goal.

Subsequently a new organization has been formed called the 70x2025 VT Partnership, with support from the Vermont Student Assistance Corporation and the Vermont State Colleges to carry forward the goal and bring together Vermont leaders to support the effort.

The vtTA will support this effort with Vermont tech businesses and leverage its actions to align education offerings that support a state tech workforce and attract businesses and workers to Vermont.

VERMONT-QUEBEC ENTERPRISE INITIATIVE

The Vermont Technology Alliance worked in partnership with the Vermont-Quebec Enterprise Initiative, a Vermont funded program, managed by the Lake Champlain Chamber of Commerce and the Quebec Chambers of Commerce. The primary goal is to help create collaboration and partnerships that can create jobs and business expansion in Vermont. The primary focus and interest of this effort is tech business opportunities.

A vtTA board member participated in a presentation on Vermont’s tech business ecosystem in Montreal, and the vtTA helped organized meetings among Vermont and Quebec businesses in Vermont and Montreal.

The Vermont meeting in February matched several Quebec tech businesses with Vermont tech businesses to discuss common interests and opportunities. A follow-up meeting in June brought a contingent of about a dozen Vermont businesses and educators to Montreal, which included a discussion on workforce recruitment and retention. The vtTA also held a Lunch & Learn session on the initiative, attended by about 50 business representatives, including some Quebec businesses.

The State has used the Vermont Technology Alliance and the Tech Employment Report as a resource for discussions with Quebec businesses interested in expanding into Vermont. In addition, the vtTA is reaching out to tech businesses to participate in a B2B networking platform called “COREX Opportunities” to help link Vermont and Quebec businesses for connections and opportunities. Ongoing outreach to Quebec businesses will continue, with a focus on drawing interest to northern Vermont communities.

MEETUP GROUPS

One way a community or state can help attract a tech workforce is to highlight the ecosystem of other tech workers, particularly meet-up groups. The vtTA helped organize and participate in two meetings of representatives of 8-10 tech-based meet-up groups, representing different tech interests and affiliations. This was the first time that leaders of groups had gotten together, and this led to the formation of a tech meet-up group organizing committee. Much of the discussion was on nuts and bolts issues such as finding meeting space and events, but there also was interest in creating an online resource site or “welcome mat” for those interested in tech in Vermont. The vtTA also created a Resource listing on its website that includes meet-up groups and other information of interest to the tech community.

VERMONT FUTURES PROJECT

The vtTA participated in discussions and input for the Vermont Futures Project. The project is sponsored by the Vermont Chamber of Commerce to collect Vermont economic development data to form the basis for public policy in a range of areas, including workforce development, housing and broadband. The organization has identified the workforce supply gap in Vermont, particularly in tech and advanced manufacturing, as one of the key issues.
The Vermont Technology Alliance worked throughout the grant period to highlight and promote the grant project, Vermont’s tech economy and ecosystem, and the need and opportunity to recruit a tech workforce.

**COMMUNICATIONS MEDIA & PUBLICITY**

The Vermont Technology Alliance distributed a grant announcement press release to the media and announced it to the tech community through its website, newsletter and social media.

**RURAL BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT GRANT RELEASE**
The Vermont Technology Alliance distributed a grant announcement press release to the media and announced it to the tech community through its website, newsletter and social media.

**CEO DINNERS**
As described earlier, the vtTA hosted a dinner for 90 Vermont tech business leaders to announce and discuss the recruitment effort, including a one-page hand-out on the grant project.

**PROFESSIONAL COLLABORATIVE MEETING**
Executive Director Jeff Couture was the keynote speaker at the annual Professional Collaborative meeting, an umbrella organization for six Vermont Business professional organizations, including tech-based professionals. He discussed Vermont’s tech business and job recruitment opportunity.

**TECH JOBS REPORT LAUNCH EVENT**
The launch event for the "Vermont’s Tech Employment" report drew reporters and media coverage on the key findings. Highlights:

- **VERMONT BUSINESS MAGAZINE:** Vermont tech industry generates over $5 billion in wages, makes up 25 percent employment.
- **WPTZ - TV:** New report shows tech industry makes up a quarter of Vermont’s economy.
- **WCAX-TV:** Report: tech jobs thriving in Vermont.
- **TECH JAM NEWS:** Tech Jobs Drive Vermont’s Economy.
- **VTDIGGER:** Study details potential growth of Vermont’s health care industry.
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- **WPTZ - TV:** New report shows tech industry makes up a quarter of Vermont’s economy.
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- **TECH JAM NEWS:** Tech Jobs Drive Vermont’s Economy.
- **VTDIGGER:** Study details potential growth of Vermont’s health care industry.

"There's nothing too big that you can't dream here... And the snowball is moving faster," David Bratton, president and CEO of the Vermont Center for Emerging Technologies, said of Burlington, which is leading the way for Vermont's tech industry.

Inside a plain brick building in Burlington, the Vermont Center for Emerging Technologies is housed in an old factory building that looks like a giant incubator. It is powered invisibly by forces that can power the equivalent of 200 homes.

"This is the future of Vermont’s tech industry," Bratton said. "People are coming from all over the world to learn from us."

For Vermont’s tech industry, the key is to attract talent and keep it here. The center is working on that, too.

"People would kill for this internet connection," said Tom Torr, president of the Lake Champlain Regional Chamber of Commerce. "For us to grow our tech network, we need to double down on fiber network." The new Burlington economy is going to be knowledge- and skills-based, he added.

"This is the future of Vermont’s tech industry," Bratton said. "People are coming from all over the world to learn from us."

For Vermont’s tech industry, the key is to attract talent and keep it here. The center is working on that, too.

"People would kill for this internet connection," said Tom Torr, president of the Lake Champlain Regional Chamber of Commerce. "For us to grow our tech network, we need to double down on fiber network." The new Burlington economy is going to be knowledge- and skills-based, he added.

This digital superhighway runs through beautiful Burlington, a small city sandwiched between the distant Green Mountains and the 125-mile-long Lake Champlain. It is an outlier as far as for emerging technology hubs and so-called smart cities go.

But Burlington, which has a lower unemployment rate than Silicon Valley, is now spawing a wave of technology pioneers.

The technology center, called VCET, provides free advice, mentoring, seed money and gorgeous co-working spaces that are available to entrepreneurs for a low fee. Students can use these spaces free, so Max Robbins and Peter Scharf, former Burlington High School students, are now living in the center to work on a technology startup.

"We’re just here to learn,“ Robbins said. "We’re not trying to make a profit."

Burlington is in the process of becoming a "smart city," with plans to use technology to improve public services and make the city more efficient.
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Burlington is in the process of becoming a "smart city," with plans to use technology to improve public services and make the city more efficient.
The vtTA discussed Vermont’s tech job opportunities as part of the Tech Jam events. This included a live broadcast by WCAX-TV for its “The: 30” program and live 1-hour interviews and discussion on radio station WDEV.

COMCAST NEWSMAKERS INTERVIEW
The executive editor recorded a five-minute interview for “Comcast Newsmakers,” where he discussed the vtTA, the tech jobs report and recruiting effort. Newsmakers is produced by Comcast as a public affairs news program that features discussions with elected officials, policy makers, business, and non-profit leaders. The program is carried on Comcast’s channel and website, and was also on the vtTA website and promoted through our newsletter and social media channels.

TECH JOB OP-ED
A commentary from the vtTA executive director on Vermont’s economy and the tech job report was published in the Burlington Free Press, VTDigger, and Rutland Herald:


USDA EVENT IN ROYALTON
The vtTA participated in the USDA event in Royalton in December with U.S. Rural Business and Cooperative Service Administrator Sam Rikkers in to discuss the project with guests and reporters.

VERMONT PBS INNOVATE SERIES
The vtTA and member businesses participated in and promoted a program on Vermont PBS called “InnoVaTE” featuring Vermont tech entrepreneurs. Twelve businesses and events are profiled in the two seasons of the series. The series was launched by Vermont PBS after hearing a Vermont Public Radio interview with the vtTA board chair on Vermont’s tech economy.

NEW YORK TIMES FEATURE
The vtTA worked with a reporter from the New York Times to generate a feature story on Burlington and Vermont as a growing location for entrepreneurs, tech, and innovation. We provided the reporter with contacts, statistics, and background information that influenced the report.

New York Times: A ‘Smart’ Green Tech Hub in Vermont Reimagines the Status Quo

OTHER MEDIA & COMMUNICATIONS
As described earlier, the vtTA hosted a dinner for 90 Vermont tech business leaders to announce and discuss the recruitment effort, including a one-page hand-out on the grant project.

♦ Champlain Business Journal interview as part of the publication’s focus on tech business.
♦ Live interview on WDEV at the Central Vermont Job Fair, discussing tech job opportunities in Vermont.
♦ Next-Up, online publication for life after high school and college in Vermont: Spotlight: Tech, Manufacturing, and Trade Jobs in Vermont
♦ Update on the tech industry and recruiting effort in the quarterly market report from Hickok and Boardman real estate.
FINDINGS & INSIGHTS

We received a wide-range of input and feedback from our research, survey, and outreach and collaboration across the state. Some common issues, needs, and suggestions surfaced.

Hiring

Vermont tech businesses continued to be positive about their business growth and nearly all were hiring or planning to hire. Our survey indicated that businesses planned to add more than 3,000 new tech employees in 2016, but report finding a limited talent pool in Vermont and difficulty finding qualified candidates as a concern. This was particularly true in finding mid-level and higher positions. An ongoing comment was the need to help candidates from outside the state learn about and find Vermont tech jobs.

Marketing/Promotion

The need to market and promote Vermont’s tech economy and tech jobs was a consistent suggestion and need expressed by a majority of those we contacted. Getting the word out to job candidates and businesses outside the state was mentioned, but also informing state leaders about the tech opportunities and getting their support was also frequently cited. We heard reinforcement for marketing Vermont’s lifestyle and culture, describing attributes such as healthy living, social responsibility, community, people-focused, value of relationships. There were suggestions that Vermont should take advantage of its proximity to neighboring areas: Massachusetts, New York, Greater Hartford, as examples.

Target Audiences

There was consensus that those who had a connection to Vermont, in whatever form, were the most likely targets for a recruitment message. In particular, those who had lived here and moved away, those with family members here and those who attended college here. Also those in nearby states or in major cities such as New York City and Boston, who may be tired of the urban life, particularly to raise a family, were mentioned. Beyond this, tourists who love to visit Vermont, but who may not know about job opportunities, second/vacation home owners and telecommuters were also mentioned.

Samples of Our SURVEY QUOTES

The time has now come to tell the “other side” of Vermont’s story. The state is rapidly developing a reputation as a place where entrepreneurs and innovators can succeed and where they can come to start and grow great businesses. Vermont needs to do more to promote the growth of its technology and advanced manufacturing sectors, its entrepreneurial spirit and its startup culture, as well as to bridge real or perceived gaps about the benefits of doing business in the state.

We need to promote the tech sector in and outside of Vermont.

We are most successful when we are able to brand the Vermont lifestyle and link it to our jobs.

vtTA
From Our Survey

MORE QUOTES

“Help work to change the thinking about tech and making Vermont a good place to start or locate a business. It’s not surprising that our primary industries are tourism, recreation, and government.”

“Keep telling the story, especially in Montpelier, about the impact of tech jobs.”

“Please send along info on any tax breaks or grant incentives available for smaller companies that hire.”

“Advocate for training program for technical job placement.”

“It’s not just what you will make, but you live - the value of working with the people you work with, the community and relationships you can form here.”

“Find the sparks in each region.”

Awareness of Vermont’s Tech Sector

There was a common theme that business and government leaders in and outside of the state were unaware of Vermont’s tech sector and its impact on the state’s economy and its growth potential. We found that often business representatives and economic development officials were unaware of the tech businesses or entrepreneurs in their own communities or region. Some discovered each other through our meetings or contacts. A report highlighting Vermont’s tech jobs and economy and the creation of an online map or a directory listing the number of tech businesses and tech infrastructure throughout Vermont were common recommendations, as well as opportunities for social connections and networking.

State Government

We heard that the state needs to better understand the role of tech in Vermont and take a stronger role in making it part of its economic development strategy. Concern that leaders do not understand the impact and the understanding that tech is an opportunity for downtowns and communities with support for infrastructure and marketing. Support was expressed for the vtTA to continue to work with elected and appointed officials to get their support for the tech sector.

Resources and Incentives

Help businesses, particularly small businesses, learn about and take advantage of resources and incentives for hiring and training. Create incentives and opportunities that can help tech businesses.

Build on Vermont’s Strengths

The state’s “quality of life” was consistently mentioned as strength for living in Vermont and recruiting talent, as was Vermont’s image as an open and healthy place to live, access and opportunities for outdoor recreation and connecting with nature, good public schools, and small, livable communities.

Sell the Value of all Communities

Chittenden County may get the most attention – and that is to be expected and helpful in attracting candidates to Vermont – but highlight the opportunities and lifestyle in other regions, including the larger cities other than Burlington. Identify resources in each community.
Address the Weaknesses
There was overall concern about taxes and tax rates as a detractor, the availability and cost of housing (primarily in Chittenden County), access to high-speed broadband everywhere in the state, population size and the number of cultural amenities in Vermont (particularly in smaller communities), and the perception that Vermont is a rural, non-tech state as weaknesses in attracting candidates to Vermont tech jobs.

Create a Tech Job Website or Landing Page
We heard multiple times the suggestion for a tech-focused website, landing page or some other "front door" that potential candidates can access to find out about tech opportunities in the state. Current sites such as the vtTA and Tech Jam were given high marks, but there was a desire for a tech job focused site that could be promoted and marketed to a broader audience.

Create Video
The use of a powerful video message or series of videos, focused on tech rather than tourism, was mentioned as a powerful way to capture attention, particularly on websites and social media. Contacts have seen examples of economic development and recruitment videos used effectively in other states.

Create a Tech Job Board
The use of a powerful video message or series of videos, focused on tech rather than tourism, was mentioned as a powerful way to capture attention, particularly on websites and social media. Contacts have seen examples of economic development and recruitment video used effectively in other states.

Make Relocating to Vermont Easier
Create better, consolidated information, logistics and contacts to help people move to and live in Vermont – resources, people to contact, things to know, help with the logistics of relocating such as housing, medical, garbage removal, schools, high speed internet.

Personalize and Share Recruiting
Consider face-to-face ambassadors to make connections and reach out to potential employees, and provide follow-up. Potentially combine and share resources for attending out of state job fairs – represent the tech sector as well as the individual business.

MORE QUOTES

"We could use a website for candidates to find information, with a map of businesses and listing of tech jobs."

"Centralizing a tech job board for the entire state that would be the “go to” place for tech professionals to look for jobs, whether they are already working in VT or not."
We need to connect local tech entrepreneurs to educational institutions to grow the industry/interest within the state.

Spotlight Vermont’s cool tech jobs in the media.

Consider Spouses/Partners
People considering relocating to Vermont for a job often are concerned with also finding a job for a spouse or partner. The recruiting effort may also require networks and resources that can find a job for two career couples.

Recruit and Keep Young workers
Attracting and keeping young, single employees can be a challenge. Look for ways to help young people in smaller communities connect through social and networking events or virtually. Also, create or promote incentives for relocating to Vermont.

Target Remote Employees and Telecommuters
Individuals with tech companies who choose to move to and work in Vermont represent an opportunity. Encourage telecommuters to choose Vermont. Highlight co-working spaces in geographies where broadband and infrastructure are not as developed.

Higher Education Outreach
Work with colleges and universities to help communicate the job opportunities in Vermont to alumni and students, and to support the tech sector in general. Create or coordinate internship opportunities.

Organize a Tech Event or Conference in VT
Create an event or conference that can attract speakers and attendees from outside the state.

Generate Media Coverage of VT’s Tech Businesses & Entrepreneurs
News stories about tech companies and tech jobs in Vermont, particularly outside of the state, were seen as positive recruitment reinforcement.
The Vermont Technology Alliance took a number of steps during the grant period in response to the input and feedback gathered to help address some of the key needs now, while developing a plan for longer-term actions.

**Tech Jam/Tech Jam Awards**

We helped organize and participated in the Vermont Tech Jam, the largest career and tech business show in the state in Oct. 2015 and 2016. We were on hand with job openings, Tech Job reports, Tapping Tech publications, and information about the recruiting grant. We provided job information and contacts to job seekers and referrals to businesses. We met with job seekers from out-of-state, including Ohio, Boston, and metro DC area and Atlanta. We talked with several entrepreneurs who are considering opening or expanding businesses in Vermont, including Burlington, Rutland and White River Junction area, and helped them make contacts. We ran a full-page program ad highlighting the range of companies that make up Vermont’s Tech ecosystem.

Media coverage and outreach included interviews for the Vermont PBS InnoVáTe program, a live radio interview from the Tech Jam on WDEV radio, live broadcast on WCAX-TV’s “The 30” program, and coverage in the Burlington Free Press and other news outlets.

The vtTA presented Tech Jam awards as part of the Tech Jam event to shine a light on Vermont’s tech innovators and leaders in Vermont. We presented four awards, building on previous year’s two awards, including a Newcomer Award to draw attention to someone who has chosen to move to Vermont for a tech career:

- **Innovation Award** - recognizing any Vermont product or service that demonstrates exciting thinking and market momentum.
- **Ambassador Award** - Recognizing a business, organization or individual who leads the support, promotion, and growth of Vermont’s tech economy and ecosystem.
- **Newcomer Award** - Given to an energetic and exciting new entrant into Vermont’s technology scene. The purpose of this award is to demonstrate Vermont’s “pull” as a technology hub and recognize new talent that calls Vermont home.
- **Startup Award** - For a tech-based business or entrepreneur who’s new to Vermont and demonstrating exceptional creativity, ambition, organization, and market potential.

The response to the awards was strong and helped energize Vermont’s tech community, with 78 nominations submitted and 900 ballots cast by the public for five finalists for each award.
Career Fairs
The Vermont Technology Alliance participated in job fairs to share job openings and provide information and referrals to hiring companies. This included the Central Vermont job Fair in April and the Vermont Career Connections Job Fair in May. The vtTA discussed Vermont tech opportunities and provided a listing of more than 150 job openings, met potential candidates, and made referrals to Vermont tech businesses for candidates.

Vermont’s Tech Employment Report
The report, “Vermont’s Tech Employment – The Hidden Driver of Our Economic Growth,” provides an important baseline for awareness about the prevalence and importance of Vermont’s tech jobs and tech driven economy. The report draws attention to the role that the technology sector plays in creating high-paying jobs throughout the state, their contributions to Vermont’s current economy, and the economic growth opportunity it represents for Vermont’s future. The report has received the attention of state government, legislators, businesses and business leaders. State economic development officials have used it in their outreach to potential new businesses and we have been told that the listing of companies by region has been informative for understanding and communicating the range of tech businesses throughout the state.

Career Center
We launched a new Career Center feature on the Vermont Technology Alliance website with postings of tech and non-tech jobs with Vermont tech businesses. Anyone can visit the site and search for job opportunities and subscribe to e-mail alerts when a new job is posted. We promote the Career Center through our newsletter, social media, job fairs, and other channels.

The Career Center is regularly updated and it has grown from having an average of less than 100 openings to nearly 200 openings. Employers have discovered its usefulness for attracting candidates, and it is a reflection of the hiring activity and needs taking place in tech. Employers have told us that they have found good prospects from this resource and potential candidates from inside and outside of Vermont are finding the center a good place to discover Vermont tech jobs. We see the career center as a centerpiece of a tech-focused recruitment website landing page.

A KEY WAY WE ADD VALUE TO OUR MEMBERS AND THE TECH INDUSTRY IN GENERAL IS IN FACILITATING HOW INDIVIDUALS AND GROWING COMPANIES INTERACT WITH EACH OTHER.
It was clear from the feedback that a website or landing page on the website would serve as a central information and marketing resource for tech jobs in Vermont. We began planning and developing the framework and content for a tech career recruiting website or landing page, using the theme and hash tag Innov802, a mash-up of innovate and the state’s area code.

Some of the content areas would include:
- Video providing an overview or main message on why Vermont for tech careers
- Job listings or links to Vermont Technology Alliance’s Career Center
- Map of tech businesses throughout Vermont
- Vermont tech history timeline, with milestones that demonstrate that Vermont has always been a tech state
- Accolades – listings of positive rankings of Vermont as a place to live and as innovative state.
- Interviews/profiles of people who have relocated to Vermont for a tech job
- Business profiles

We began work on some of these elements as first steps for a more fully developed website, with some details below.

**Video**

We decided that a video for the website launch page would be a strong attention-getter and create a visual, emotional connection to Vermont as a place where you can find a great life and a tech career. Moreover, the video can be shared “virally” through websites and social media, and by Vermont businesses and organizations. It also provides a strong centerpiece for the landing page to draw users to explore tech jobs in Vermont.

The video, titled the “Paths Both Taken,” is a nod to the well-known Robert Frost poem “The Road Not Taken,” with an emphasis on the two Vermont’s – the rural, beautiful, funky place you may already know, with the creative, innovative, tech-oriented state you may not – with a message that you can take both roads and have the best of both worlds in Vermont. The minute-plus video uses fast paced imagery of Vermont’s innovative businesses juxtaposed with “quality of life” imagery to provide an advertisement/theme setter for living and working in Vermont. It closes with the “Innov802” tagline.

**Map**

We did extensive research, working from various lists, to create and verify a list of 600 tech businesses and organizations statewide. We will import this into the Google mapping tool and incorporate on a website for viewing and searching.
Vermont experienced an influx “Back to the Landers” in the 1970’s. To some degree, technology firms in Vermont are fighting against a brand perception that Vermont is a place to escape urbanism and technology. We’ve worked to reaquaint the state's stakeholders with the broader history of technology in Vermont. Brandthropology, a member firm, created a timeline graphic that underscores Vermont’s rich tech history. Click here to view a full representation of the graphic.
REACTION/MEASUREMENTS

Contacts from job seekers, job placements, and other activity show that the publicity and outreach is having an impact.

Contacts from Job Seekers
The publicity on the grant project and Vermont tech job opportunities has captured the attention of job seekers from outside of the state, many of whom made contact with the Vermont Technology Alliance.

Some Examples:
- An IT manager in Poughkeepsie NY, whose family is interested in moving to Vermont, heard about growing tech opportunities in the state and contacted the vtTA for information and job contacts.
- A tech consultant moving to Vermont after he and his wife fell in love with the state – an example of a mobile tech employer attracted to VT.
- A leader in Silicon Valley software tech who heard about the grant and reached out about finding a job and relocating to Vermont. We have provided him employment contacts.
- A design engineer from Ohio interested in moving to Vermont. We connected him with several employers.

Actual Quotes From JOB SEEKERS

“Despite the feverish tech boom and diversity of employment opportunities in Silicon Valley, I have always longed to move to VT with my wife and family (I am a UVM alum). Just recently, my wife and I have gotten serious about a move to VT and I’ve spent the past month trying to familiarize myself with the growing tech community in Burlington and the surrounding areas. If you have a moment and can point me in the direction of resources that could expand my research, I would greatly appreciate the help. I’ve just requested access to join the vtTA group on LinkedIn.”

A leader in Silicon Valley software tech
LinkedIn and Twitter participation and growth
Vermont Technology Alliance’s LinkedIn group and twitter feed has continued to grow and attract followers from outside the state. The LinkedIn group has grown 50% since the beginning of the grant period and is the second largest LinkedIn group in Vermont with 1350 members. Likewise the number of twitter followers has increased by 27%. Many of the new members and followers have come from outside Vermont, as a result of news and outreach of tech opportunities in Vermont.

Career Center activity
The number of jobs listed and filled on our Career Center continued to grow since the service was launched in March 2016. The service listed over 100 jobs at start and had 189 jobs at the beginning of December. The majority of the jobs are from small to medium-sized businesses ranging from 10 to 60 employees. Since launch, 347 jobs that were listed on the Career Center have been filled. It is impossible to know how many were filled directly as a result of the listing, but a conservative estimate of 10% would mean that the vtTA helped fill 34 positions.

Website Activity
We have seen up to three times more traffic on our website since the beginning of the project, most notably job searches.

Business Activity
The Vermont Technology Alliance and the Vermont Tech Jobs report are being used as a resource and reference for Vermont economic development discussions with potential tech business expansions to the state. For example, a well-known, tech-based company; a Quebec-based business looking to create 50-80 jobs; a Boston-based tech business accelerator; and the SelectUSA conference in Montreal with businesses interested in expanding into the U.S.

Voices of JOB SEEKERS

I grew up near Killington but my family is from Burlington. I left because there were not a lot of tech jobs in VT. I live in SF, CA but I am a bit of a nomad in the tech sector. I always have kept an eye on VT hoping that the tech sector would take off.

A software leader from San Francisco who grew up in VT, but wants to return for a tech role.

This initiative is one reason why I moved back to VT, to help draw people to VT and help the economy here.

A tech job recruiter who moved back to VT

My move to Vermont is primarily motivated by lifestyle, not climbing a ladder. It’s more important for me to feel comfortable and be with people who also enjoy life outside of work.

A software developer who decided to make the move from Colorado to Vermont

I’m looking to learn more about making a living as a technologist in Vermont, with the idea that I might move from New York City to Vermont in several years’ time.

A senior leader with a tech role with CitiBank

Our company’s hiring efforts include listing job opportunities on the vtTA job board! We certainly appreciate the opportunity to do so.

A software developer who grew up in VT who is looking to return for a tech role.
Based on the research, insight, discussions and experience, the Vermont Technology Alliance concludes the following plan and proposed next steps can continue to build momentum, increase awareness and tech job recruitment success.

**Innov802 Tech Job Recruiting Website**

We identified the importance and usefulness of a website or landing page focused on tech job recruiting in Vermont, using the Innov802 identifier. The next step is to gather the support and resources to create the content and promote it as resource for businesses and job seekers. Our experience has shown that creating the career center, generating publicity and discussing the state’s opportunities has drawn interested, potential candidates who may not have been looking before. We expect that a build-out of the website will attract more to Vermont opportunities. Innov802 content will include:

- “Paths Both Taken” video
- Vermont Tech Business Map
- Vermont Tech History Timeline
- Video Profiles with people who have relocated to Vermont for a tech career (see item below)
- Tech business profiles (See item below)
- Career Center or job listings

Vermont tech accolades and firsts
Information and links on Vermont cities and communities
Other Resources

All our individual content areas can be shared through other media or used by Vermont businesses as part of their recruiting efforts. The intention is not to use it to recruit for any one business – although there will be opportunities for businesses to highlight themselves - but to provide a “funnel” for anyone interested in tech-based careers across a range of business sectors.

**Business Profiles**

One way to raise awareness of Vermont’s tech businesses is to provide profiles of who they are and what they do. The idea here is to create a print and/or online publication of brief overviews of tech-focused businesses from around the state. A print publication could be used at trade shows, tourist venues or other events as a hand-out or take-away. An online listing could enable businesses to include additional links or list current job openings. Funding for the publication or posting could be raised by asking businesses to pay for the listing or sponsorship. A separate online section for business profiles could also be sponsored or offer opportunities for businesses to advertise openings as a way to fund the website and other recruiting efforts.

An example is the BizzPages of the Boston-based tech website Venture Fizz: [http://venturefizz.com/bizzpages](http://venturefizz.com/bizzpages)

WE CREATED A HASHTAG FOR TECH IN VERMONT THAT IS GAINING IN USAGE AND POPULARITY.
Social Media

Video Profiles

Video can be a powerful way to connect with a subject on an emotional level, and personal referrals and stories are always compelling. We propose video interviews or profiles of tech professionals working in Vermont who tell the story of why they chose to come to the state, including from major cities like New York City, to find a great tech career and life in Vermont. These videos could be shared via YouTube and virally on social media and used in state economic development outreach and by individual businesses. We have already identified 10 individuals who have agreed to share their experience, from business owners to young professionals, each giving a testimonial to forging a successful tech career or business in Vermont.

Public Relations

Articles in newspapers, magazines and online can be a strong third-party influencers and endorsement for Vermont as a place for tech jobs and business, as we saw with the New York Times article. A targeted public relations plan with media outreach in and outside Vermont and social media, focusing on the surprising number of tech job opportunities and tech businesses in Vermont, could reinforce and amplify the tech recruiting message. The goal would be to build-out story ideas that can catch the attention of media and connect with broader themes. One example could be the launch of the website itself as part of the larger story of how smaller states are becoming home to tech entrepreneurs – and how Vermont’s collaborative tech community combined with its lifestyle and culture offers the perfect environment. Others include top 10 lists, tech hub designations, patent leadership, innovators who have chosen to make Vermont home, and more.

Placing these stories will require identifying the right media and opportunities, establishing relationships with writers and reporters, and pitching the ideas. One possibility could be to invite writers or journalists, individually or in a small group, to visit Vermont to meet with tech entrepreneurs and check out the scene first-hand.

Social Media

Of course the leading channels for sharing news and information today are via social media – a dynamic way to get headlines and highlights to a broad audience, particularly a younger audience. News and milestones are great content to share, as are personal experiences, – a dynamic way to get headlines and highlights to a broad audience, particularly a younger audience. News and milestones are great content to share, as are personal experiences, relationships with writers and reporters, and pitching the ideas. One possibility could be to invite writers or journalists, individually or in a small group, to visit Vermont to meet with tech entrepreneurs and check out the scene first-hand.

Sharing Recruiting Resources

From our business outreach, it appears that many small tech businesses in Vermont do not have recruiting resources, or a strategy for how to reach potential candidates. They may have only one person responsible for HR tasks or no one at all. Some businesses said they were actively seeking candidates, yet we had difficulty finding their job openings on their websites. As our survey found, most depend on personal referrals or some advertising, but have limited ideas beyond this.

Our recommendation would be to create a guide, presentation or other resource to share ideas, tips and best practices. This would require contributions from recruiters and HR professionals in larger businesses and in private practice. The Vermont Recruiters Association would be a logical ally. Focus areas would include information on online recruitment tools and techniques.

Likewise, some businesses send representatives to job fairs, trade shows or campus recruiting events. A suggestion is to look for opportunities to combine and share resources, so that if a representative of a Vermont business is attending a job fair, they could also represent the industry in general. Likewise, a representative attending a different job fair or college campus could do the same, and so on. Obviously there is competition for talent, and potential reluctance to share strong candidates, but the sharing could expand the pool for all, and often there are candidates with skills that are not a match for one business, but may be for another.

Tech Ambassador

During our outreach we heard recommendations about helping make more one-on-one connections to potential recruits. Sometimes people looking to relocate to a new place just need someone to talk to about what it’s all about. That’s where the idea of a tech ambassador comes in. The goal would be to identify and recruit individuals in the tech sector from throughout the state who could be a contact for someone considering a move. This would provide the job seeker with the option to have a more personal connection.

An organization focused on building the creative economy in Portland, Maine uses this approach, calling it 2 Degrees Portland, and is designed to connect people who want to live and work in Portland with those who already do: “We’re here to help creators, innovators, entrepreneurs, and thinkers meet their peers. Initially, the service is a way to figure out where and how you might fit in. You’ll get good, personal information from great people and maybe make a friend or two in the process.”

Visits and Tours

Another proposal is to bring potential recruits to Vermont for a visit or tour of tech businesses and interviews combined with a chance to enjoy some sights and culture of Vermont. This would require careful selection of in-demand talent with businesses ready to hire. Presumably most if not all the travel expenses would be provided, so it could more costly, but potentially valuable tool for businesses looking for the hard-to-find candidate. It could include social gatherings with Vermont tech employees to discover like-minded people who are happily employed in Vermont’s tech scene.
Visits and Tours (cont.)
Related, for those who are here, is to host a “Tech Crawl,” where interested participants gather in the evening to tour/visit some businesses to see their workspace, employees and what they do. This would be followed by a social networking event at a bar, restaurant or host businesses. This has been done successfully in some Oregon cities. The concept works best if participants are able to walk to locations, so it may need to be modified to accommodate Vermont.

Welcome and Connect New Employees
Getting employees to relocate to Vermont is a challenge, but keeping them here can be another. Most employers find that once they land employees they grow to love Vermont and don’t want to leave, but there are others who do not stay. To help with retention and to make new recruits feel welcome, particularly young, single employees, a cross-business, cross-industry networking or meet-up events is suggested. Some larger businesses hold events like this for their staff but they focus on the business’ own employees, and smaller businesses are left out. A networking event with new employees across businesses would support contacts among a network of newcomers and help reduce the concern of being isolated, particularly if newly relocated to a new job and community.

Another idea we heard from our discussions is the creation of virtual connections between tech employees in more remote parts of the state and with the larger numbers of tech employees in Chittenden County. The concept is to create a “Tech Match.Com” to help connect the state’s tech professionals. This would be similar to a Meet-up group, but could enable virtual professional introductions and then extend to potential face-to-face or other social media channels. Coordination with different businesses and Young Professional organizations is a proposed approach.

Higher Education Alumni and Internships
In our discussions with college career placement officials and businesses, it is clear that there is opportunity for both reaching alumni who have left the state and may want to return, and for better connections for internships. There also is interest in helping find jobs in Vermont for their graduating seniors. Colleges tend to protect their alumni contact list, but a cooperative effort to encourage them to share the Vermont Technology Alliance job postings, and potentially the website and other direct communications is a proposed action. We know from the informal outreach to us about tech jobs, that many of those who consider Vermont do so because of their college experience.

In addition, internships present another opportunity. While the focus of the recruiting project is on bringing skilled employees into Vermont, we recognize that the overall success of the tech sector should include development of skills coming out of our colleges. Today, many Vermont tech businesses hire STEM-based graduates and (say they would take more if available), and many Vermont tech businesses offer internships. Internships are recognized as a good way to connect students with businesses for potential jobs when they graduate.

Currently most tech internships are somewhat ad hoc; each business reaches out to the colleges and each college has its own programs, sometimes by department. Our discussion with smaller tech businesses showed that while there is interest, some are hesitant to take on interns because they don’t understand the process, or are concerned they do not have the resources to manage internships. Currently, the Vermont Businesses for Social Responsibility lists paid Vermont business internships. The Vermont Technology Council also created a list of tech-based internships, but it is unclear whether it is active or currently up-to-date.

A potential project for the Vermont Technology Alliance, with funding and some dedicated staff is the creation of a tech-based, paid internship program. The program could solicit and coordinate internship opportunities from businesses and work with Vermont colleges and other post-secondary programs for student placement opportunities. The program would include tips and guidelines for those new to using interns. One approach is to make it project based. Businesses would be asked to select an entry-level type of project that they would like to have done for their businesses that could be taken on by an intern with the interest and skills to help. Another consideration is to take on the sign-up and payroll processes for the businesses.

Remote Employees
Throughout the project period we continued to discover Vermonters who work remotely from Vermont for tech companies in other states, businesses like Oracle, Adobe, Google, and VMware. These are often midbased- to senior-level professionals who are able to work independently and live anywhere. This represents what we think is a hidden and growing tech workforce opportunity. As generally high-wage earners, they contribute to the state’s economy and represent important contacts for other employees to come to Vermont, potential business expansion and investment.

However, their number is not well understood. A proposed project would be to engage a researcher to review census or other data to document how many of these workers are in Vermont, who they work for and where they live in the state. This could provide valuable insight into the size of this workforce and how to attract them.

Based on the awareness of a number of such professionals in Middlebury, a Telecommuters and Mobile Professionals Group was formed by the Better Middlebury Partnership. A proposed strategy is to build on that effort statewide, and include information on how and where to telecommunicate in Vermont, perhaps even a listing of best cities or towns to telecommunicate, working with cities and communities who want to attract this workforce. This would include local information and resources such as high-speed internet and co-working spaces. For example, a city like Springfield could tout its 1-gigabit speed capability.

Coordinate Outreach with State Economic Development
As the state of Vermont welcomes a new administration and seeks to carry out the implementation of an economic development marketing plan, we will continue to work cooperatively with the Agency of Commerce and Community Development. They appreciate our resources, actions and information as part of statewide efforts, and we will provide advice and help for businesses and employees to find Vermont. In particular, we found that many businesses do not know what resources or incentives are available or where to find them. We recommend working with the state to help it better consolidate and communicate current offerings, and with the legislature to develop ones targeted to tech workers and business.
CONCLUSION

Vermont tech businesses and tech jobs are integral to Vermont’s economy and its growth. Tech businesses are hiring or plan to hire, and expanding their workforce is critical to their success and the success of Vermont’s economy. However, employers are challenged to find the skills they need, and the current pool of candidates in the state is not large enough to meet the need. At the same time, tech employees are attracted to innovative businesses that offer career growth, and places to live that offer good communities to raise families and connect with others.

The conversations, research, contacts, and feedback we received throughout the course of this project reinforce that Vermont can and should compete with other states and communities. We can attract tech talent to Vermont, including to our smaller, more rural communities, if an effort is made to let candidates know about the unique opportunities with innovative and growing businesses that are in the Green Mountain state.

The actions we have taken to raise awareness, including the Tech Employment Report, Career Center, media outreach and participation in events and activities such as Tech Jam, have resulted in increased attention to Vermont’s tech job market and opportunities. We estimate that our actions have helped fill more than 30 jobs in the state and raise overall awareness of Vermont’s growing sector.

That effort should continue to grow with the steps we outlined, in particular the creation of the tech-focused website to raise Vermont’s tech profile and serve as a funnel for interested candidates. Vermont has much to offer tech professionals and it’s a message that needs to be told, particularly to reach those who have a connection or affinity to Vermont, or are attracted to the appeal of Vermont.

The vtTA is ready to take the lead to complete as many of these recommendations as possible. However, most are beyond the capability of our current resources. New funding and partners will be needed to accomplish them.

By carrying out actions to recruit tech talent, Vermont can expand its working population and increase high-paying jobs through all corners of the state, which will have positive impact on the state’s economy. Vermont’s tech sector and the quality jobs they provide represent an economic growth opportunity for Vermont – and one well worth supporting and pursuing.

We see leading a coalition of partners in the same way the state has come together for other industries such as captive insurance, working lands, and farm to plate. Can tech be next?
Vermont Technology Alliance

APPENDIX

Research & Assessment

GRANT ANNOUNCEMENT
- Vermont Technology Alliance Awarded $50,000 USDA Grant to Develop Tech Job Recruiting Plan
- Grant Press Release

SURVEY
- Vermont Technology Alliance Welcomes Participation in Tech Job Recruitment Survey
- Link to Survey
- Survey results article: vtTA Survey finds Vermont Tech Businesses Hiring; Have Difficulty Finding Candidates
- Survey Results to PowerPoint

TECH JOBS REPORT
- Vermont’s Tech Employment - The Hidden Driver of Our Economic Growth
- Website article: Tech Alliance Report; Tech Jobs Provide Significant Benefit to VT Economy

LINKS TO STATE WEBSITES
- Choose Atlanta
- Arizona Start-up
- Colorado
- Seize Des Moines
- Indiana - Tech Point
- Kansas City Tech Job Site
- Louisiana
- Come Home to Montana
- Nashville Tech Council Career Site
- WorkIt Nashville
- New Hampshire: stayworkplay
- Pittsburgh Tech Council Career Connector
- Utah Tech Network

Outreach & Collaboration

VERMONT REGIONAL OUTREACH MEETINGS
- Sample Event Notice - Central Vermont
- Sample Event Notice - Addison County
- Sample Regional Outreach Meeting Invitation - Brattleboro
- Bennington County Announcement Flyer
- Addison County Outreach Meeting Announcement

GOVERNMENT
- Vermont Economic Development Marketing Plan
- Employee Relocation Tax Credit Study Committee Report
- Roundtable with the Candidates for Governor Will Focus on Tech, Innovation, & Vermont’s Economy
- Watch Candidates for Governor Discuss Tech, Innovation & Economy

PARTNERS & COLLABORATORS
- TechHire Announcement
- InnovationWeek
- InnovationWeek event: From Startup to Successs - Insights into Growing a Tech Business in Vermont
- Expand ApprenticeshipVT Grant Letter of Support
- 70x2025 Partnership
- Resolution in support Of 70x2025 Partnership

VERMONT-QUEBEC TECH BUSINESSE OUTREACH
- Vermont-Quebec Feb Meeting Invitation
- Vermont-Quebec June Meeting Invitation
- Lunch & Learn: The Vermont-Quebec Enterprise Initiative: Developing Cross-Border Business Opportunities
- Invitation to Participate in Online Site for Quebec Business Connections
- Vermont Futures Project
Media & Publicity

- Vermont Business Magazine: Vermont tech industry generates over $5 billion in wages, makes up 25 percent employment.
- WPTZ TV: New report shows tech industry makes up a quarter of Vermont’s economy.
- VTDigger: Study details potential growth of Vermont’s health care industry.
- Comcast Newsmakers Interview
- Tech Jam Interview on The 30.
- Where’s America Moving – Vermont #3 destination.
- Vermont Ranks #1 Among Small States in Kauffman Foundation’s “Main Street Entrepreneurship” Index.
- In a new Digital Series, ‘InnoVaTe,’ Vermont PBS Profiles the State’s Tech Entrepreneurs.
- Boston Partnering with Vermont Tech Firm to Combat Homelessness.
- Financial software firm NextCapital expands in Burlington.
- Vermont Named a Top Location for Telecommuters.
- Q & A With Greensea’s Ben Kinnaman.
- No Opportunities in Rutland? Volunteer Group Says Otherwise.
- Local biz leaders offer advice for startups.
- Burlington, Vermont: America’s First All-Renewable-Energy City.
- IT Firm InfoZen Expands in Vermont, Seeks to Fill 20 Tech Positions.

Actions

TECH JOBS REPORT
- Prezi on Tech Report’s Findings.

CAREER CENTER
- Visit vtTA’s Career Center to find a Job in Vermont’s Tech Sector.

JOB FAIRS
- 7th Annual Central Vermont Job Fair.
- Third Annual Vermont Career Connections.

TECH JAM
- Meet Innovators, Makers and Recruiters at the 10th Vermont Tech Jam.
- Nominate Tech Leaders for Vermont Tech Jam Awards.
- Announcing the Winners of the 2016 Tech Jam Awards.

HISTORY TIMELINE
- Technology in Vermont’s History Timeline.

PATHS BOTH TAKEN VIDEO